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**JSR 215: timing**

- Maintenance Review initiated 24 April (ends 25 May)
  - Comments to: jsr-215-comments@jcp.org
  - Email sent to Spec Leads requesting review and feedback
  - Referenced in JCP Newsletter
  - Blog posted with summary of proposed changes
    - blogs.sun.com/jcp

- Plan to post Maintenance Release 27 May
- Migrate JSRs to JCP 2.7 16 June
• To be completed by 27 May (for the Maintenance Release):
  – Post final version of 2.7 document to the JSR 215 MR page
  – Link to that from the JSR 215 Final Release page (there is a more current version here)
  – Send a jcp-interest announcement
  – Post the .jsp version of JCP 2.6 to another page
  – Post the .jsp version of JCP 2.7 at http://jcp.org/en/procedures/jcp2
  – Link to JCP 2.6 in the JCP 2.7 file
  – Create new entry in the JCP DB table for JCP versions: 2.7
  – Email Spec Leads and post blog
JSR 215: JSR migration

- JCP 1.0 JSRs - no change
  - JSPA 1
- JCP 2.1 JSRs - no change
  - JSPA 1
- JCP 2.6 JSRs
  - All will migrate automatically to JCP 2.7 on 16 June
JSR 215: migration tasks

• To be completed by 16 June (for JSR migration):
  – Training and education—ongoing starting in June
  – Spec Lead Guide updates
  – FAQ updates
  – Internal process updates
  – JSR Proposal Form updates
  – Transparency Checklist updates
  – MR page template update
  – Elections page updates
  – EC members page updates
  – Modify JSR forums, create MR issue log template